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High production cutting of identical gear shapes requires both speed and accuracy.
But some fast, accurate machines incur maintenance and operator costs that cat up profits.
With Kapp CBN form grinding, you don't give up productivity to maintain profitability.
• Kapp CBN machines are faster than other grinding processes, with no heat checking or
burning. Kapp CBN accuracy has proven itself on spur & helical involute fOnDS,radial formst

near-net forgings, internal & external profiles, vane pump slots and constant velocity joints.
• Kapp CBN machines are operator friendly, for fast recall of setups and accuracy time aftc.r dmc:.
• Kapp CBN machines use CBN wheels that incorporate the desired form right in the wheel with
no need for dressing.
Ifyou'd like to find out how Kapp CBN technology can improve your productivity. contact
American Pfauter, 925 Estes Ave., Elk Grove Village,IL 60007. Phone (312)640-7500.



ON brings you hob speeds up to
2,000 rpm and high rigidity with the
AS /2 gear hobblng machine

The model A33/21s a completely
automatic gear hobblng machine
with programmable controller. Users
realize the full advantages of modem
TIN coated hobs while hobblng gears
of from 0.157" to 4" (4mm -100mm)
outside diameter.
The Mikron A33/2 is step-by-step
expandable and is available in both
automatic and manual load models.
It can be fitted with an automatic
deburring device and is also suited
for skiving with tungsten carbide
hobs because of the high rigidity
achieved by its horizontal design.

Write or phone for complete details on this flexible,
expandable system anc other Mlikron hobbing
machines for gears up to 8" diameter,

/!LJioj'"
7/liARCUT SAl'ES, INC..&,!~~~6~ Indust~lal Park Drive

Farminqton Hills, MI 48024
313/474-8200 Telex 230-411

STARCUT SUPPLIED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
star 'Machine TOols I 'star Cuttlnig Tool's I Go,ld Star Co,atlngs I Hurth, MaChine, Tools I
Mllkron IHob:bing Machllnes and Tools /TIN ,coating 'systems /stelber Clamping TOOlS
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Befo~e'you buy a CNC Gear
-,..,.-~Inspection svstem, ask

these four qu,estions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears and cutUng tools?
With tihe M &. M 2000 QC System, the answer is
~. The system will test lead and. ,involute profile
characteristics of internal or external

'
gears and splines.

It is the only universal gear tester available which provides
true index testing: without expensive attachments ..In addition,
we have fully-developed software, for checking' hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindricall parts such as
worms and cams ..

Hob Pressure Angle Check Shaver Culler Lead Check

2..Can you customize software to' meet our quanty-
inspect'ion specifications?
At M & M Precision, we write and develop our own inspection
software. Our technicat team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications into specific software for individual re-
quirements. Our current library includes line/curve fitting as
well as modified K-chart analysis routines.

UnefCutve Fitting Modilied K·Chart Analysis

3. 'OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else is available to,

aid us in quality controll of the manufacturing
process? - -

At M & M Precision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical Process Control and Tooth
Topography into our standard testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram 'can lidentify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Our Tooth Topography software features automatic testing of
,lead and involute at multip'le locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart Topological Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
staUation experience to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At M& M Precision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years ofexper.ience in developing CNC gear inspection
hardware and software. All software for our QC 2000 System
has been devel'oped in-house. ln addition, we have working'
lnstallafions at these leading companies: -

• General Motors • Cincinnati, Milacron
• TAW • Chrysler
, Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on our advanced QC 2000 System and available
software, contact M &. M Precision Systems,. 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449, 513/859-8273. -

=-.MIii"tl..- PA. Se'SIDN
".SYSTEMS

AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMP.£J.NY
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"We have met the enemy and he IS us," says Pogo,
the cartoon ch.3raaer. The enemy IS the cnss in our
educational .sysrem, and "cnss" is the only term that ac-
curately describes the sillJation. It is every bit as serious, if
not more so, than the crisis that followed the Soviet
launctling of Sputl1lk in 1957 - and for many of the
same reasons. Our failing public education system
threatens our position In the global political and business
arenas: and this time, it's not just the Soviets or the
Japanese who need robe taken seriously as competitors.
Every country in the world that graduates better prepared
students [han we do - and'there are a great many of
them - has us at a competitive disadvant.3ge.

My personal concem. and, frankly, sense of frustration
have been raised by a number of Items which have
crossed my desk in the last few months. Late last year,
Secretary of Educatlon, William Bennett, recommended a
basic core cumculum for American high schools emphasiz-
ing writing. reading. language. history, science. math. art
music and physical education; and then he pointed out
that only 15% of the high schools in this country now
offer such a progam to their students. At the same time.
according [0 Business Week magazine. federal spending
for education has dropped 17%. In my own state. Illinois,
a school pioneering in math and science for gifted
students is in d.3nger of closing because of lack of funds,
and both the illinOIS Sr."3teChamber of Commerce and the
Illinois Manufacturers Association oppose any tax increases
for education - out of fear mal higher taxes will cause
businesses [0 move elsewhere. It is disheartening to realize
that neither government officials nor businesspeople seem
to see the connection between poor education and a
poor quality work force.

While your child or mine may not be victims of this
cnsis, all too many American children are barely literate
after twelve years in our school system. Far too many
young adults cannot read and write well enough to fiJI
out a job application, and they cannot do math well
enough to make change if the electronic cash register fails.
They don't know an atorn from an aardvark. much less
have any ideas about or familiarity With "soner" su~ects
like err, literallJre or any music wntten before 1980. What
is worse, they have been so turned off by their educa-
tional experience that they have no interest in any kind' of
formalized leaming. The system as it works now doesn't
provide basics for the average student. suffiCient special
help for the culturally and economically disadvantaged or
academic challenge for me grfied.

Of course. not every school is a fallur;e. Not every child
is :Iost. We have some marvelous school systems that pro-
vide for the needs of most of their students and tum out
fully prepared graduates. Unfortunately, there are not

nearly enough of such systems. Too many lose .SlUdentl
to boredom. Indifference or simple incompetence.

We can already see some of the results of trus neglect
According to a study by the U.S. Science Foundaoon.
which compared the scientific education of students from
several countries, American students ranked below the
middle of the scale. U.S. high school seniors were near
the bottom. Last year, 55.4 % of the engineering doctoral
degrees gramed in the U.S. went to overseas students. At
Penn Sr."3te.the figure was 74%.

The problem Isn't that we're training roo many foreign
students, but that we're not training enough of our own.
While our best universities are still providing advanced
education [hat is the envy of the world. many of our
own citizens are not well enough prepared to take advan-
tage of it. Corporate recruiters for some of the country's
leading technological firms compJainthat they cannor find
a single, qualified American to hire.

Easy answers to this problem oon'r exist. Wringing our
hands, pointing 'fingers of blame or eSt.3blishlng quotas to
limit the number of foreign students training in the U.S
are nor really helpful solutions. Neither is simply throwing
money at the problem.

We must seriously reassess the place that education
holds in our own minds. Do we really care about ex-
cellence in education, and are we willing to demand It of
our own children 7 Since the improvement of the sysrem
starts at home, will we insist mat the t.v. beturned off
and the homework done 7 When the option is offered.
are we willing to insist our Children take a challenging
course instead of one that is "run", and then are we will-
ing to take the time [0 work with them and their
teachers, or go to school meetings and conferences? To a
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large degree. our children will take their cues about the
importance of the If education from us.

More than this sacrifice of time and effort we are going
to have to be prepared to sacrifice some money. and.
perhaps more painful, some of our most cherished presup-
positions. This country has some enormous economic and
fiscal problems to solve, and the educational crisis is part
of this larger picture. We are facing some tough choices
and some favorite "untouchable" spending programs may
have to be touched after all. Everyone's campaign pro-
mises to the contrary, we all may have to pay higher
taxes.

At the same time. we have to give up the Idea that
dealing with the educational crisis - either fiscally or
philosophically - is the exclusive responsibility of the state
or federal government. Education has always been a local
issue, a place where individual citizens were deeply
involved. People like us are the ones who run for the
school board and the PTA. make the phone calls and
write the letters tnat motivate change. A hassle perhaps.
but historically, that is the way the job gets done.

Businesses can respond directly to the crisis in education
too, An entrepreneur and philanthropist in New York
adopted an entire sixth grade class in the South Bronx. He
promised a complete scholarship to each child that com-
pleted high school with good grades. Better than three-
fourths of them accepted his offer. Few of us have the
wealth to do something on that scale, but we can in-
volve ourselves in creative ways like internship programs.
joint ventures and corporate or trade association scholar-
Ships. This is not the time to r~ect plans just because they
are Innovative or non-tradirional.

Certainly such ventures take time and money, but we
either become more involved in the business of improving
our schools now. or we pay later when we have to im-
plement programs to retrain workers to tasks they should
have learned in school in the first place,

We need a change in our national attitude and resolu-
tion, just as we did at the beginning of the space pro-

r------I-I---I-I-IHOW '1'0 CORRECTLY
IDENTIFY YOUR GE.tR·S: sp,c.'!Jilll
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gram. We must tell our elected officials that we are serious
about improving the educational system and are willing to
make the necessary sacrifices to do it. We can't expect
politicians to commit political suicide. If we routinely res-
pond to the candidate who offers us the easy. short term
solution at the price of a mortgaged future farther down
the road, then we cannot be surprised if that is what we
get.

Secretary of Education William Bennett demands that
we "raise the expectations" for our children, demanding
the best from them. At the same time. we should "raise
the expectations" for our politicians and ourselves as well.
We can demand more than the cheap. easy. popular or
fadle solution to our problems, and by demanding it we
will eventually get it. A democratic country gets the
government it deserves - and the government it asks for.

This is a preSidential election year. It is the perfect oppor·
tunity to get the message across [01 those we are sending
to Washington. to our state capitals. and to our local
government bUIldings. The message is that we need a
better educational system and that we are willing to
work, sacrifice and support officials who will provide us
with the necessary leadership to get the job done.

What is at stake here is nothing less than our children's
and grandchildren's futures - futures conceivably
populated with more and more under-educated people
pushed out into society where they can funaion only
minimally. The longer we wait, the higher the price
becomes, If we don't give American children the best
training possible, we deprive them of the tools necessary
for their own welfare and for the welfare of the counrry
as a whole.

The crisis in American education is real. It is as real a
threat as any disease, invasion or high tech weapon, If
we ignore it it will go away - along with any oppor-
tunity for our country to maintain its standard of living
and its position ofleader.ship in the world.

Michael Goldstein, Edltor/PubJisher

SPECIAL OFFERI SAVE 8IGONMETRIc., AMERICANARD LARGE GAGE SETS. 'I,.
A,U.GAGESHAVE 80TH 14·112" AND' 2fP PRES8UR'E ANGLES

Ship_.__ ",I(s)of all 1hree,Metric,AmBttican and ta:rge Gagel@$115.00(a$296.05value)11

Shi,p' seI(S) ~ bolh IMQIri..·C 1\1 American GageS@$99.37(a$1156'25ValUe)rCi'J_.J .. 1
Ship . _< set(s) of M'I)! iMetrie Gages@$65.6.2(&$9·3.15 value) ~

Ship __ S8t(S) olonlyAmericsn, GageS@$43.7.5'(8$62.50value)1

Ship"--:"'set(s)of Ol'lly large Pitc:h(up to 1 DP) Gages.@. $91.86, (8$'39.80 value) I
CJ Q"ISdc En:i:ls9d. 'IJ'Cl p·o , .. . .. .. O! SardFFIEE a.at:g. I

NO'TiE: If payment Is:,enclosed, gages are :shippedf1elgltthae. ..1-1 1_1_1_11-11_11_1_1_1 1 1_1 __ 1-
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time, after time, afte
You need Nonnac's Fonnaster CNC Grinding Wheel Promer

The Fonnaster gives you inspection guage accuracy
Normae guarantees an accuracy of :t .0001" (.002 mm)
from programed dimensions and provides less than ,0001"
(.002 mm) positioning error throughout total slide travel.

Easily adaptable to meet YOUT need ..
The Forrnaster is designed to mount easiIy on nearly any type of
grinding machine. It iscompa.ct and lightweight and just a
mounting bracket and only minor machine modifications are
required! for insta'llation on most grinders. Installation usually
takes one da,y or less.

The unique features of NO.nnac's
Fonnaster.
• The unit is totally sealed and air- purged for
troublefree operation and protection from
coolant contamination.

.' Double nut pre-loaded roller screws
transmit servo motor to slide movement

• Optional rotary diamond dressing wheel
attachment provides greater accuracy and
eliminates error caused by single point
diamond wear.

Formaster users have reported
inc-reased production and greater
a.ccuracy.
'. Increase in wheel life of up to ,a·w times
longer than with other units.

.' Production increases up to .20% in the flrst
two, weeks of use.

.' Set-up-time is reduced to 80% of what it
used to be with improved surface integrity I

oHheparts.

• Eliminates need for skilled operators as the unit is
automatic. Unit can be retrofit for use with automatic infeedl.

Now Nonnac offers you software for the Fonnaster
for automatic prt)Qmm generation.
Normae has developed optional software that runs on a
personal computer in a question and answer format It allows,
the user to enter part print specification!! (including root and
profile modifications) in standard gear nomenclature. The
program outputs N.C. code loaded into the Formaster control
for wheel profiling, and: also detailed printouts suitable for

gear profile analysis. This software contains logic for all
- types of root zone grinding, true involute and

I exponential flank modifications as well as "Proudness"
of the enure profile as indicated in the 'K·diagram above.

Let us show you what the Fonnaster 'can
do for your grinding operations

If you would like, we can arrange a demonstration
ofthe Formaster for you, Call or write us today,

NORMAC, INC.
P.O. Bo)( 69'

AJ'dell.N.C. 28704
,(704) 684·1. 002

IP.O. Box 201
Northville. Ml48167

(313) 34ig·2644



Liu Shue« Tseng,
Shanghai MetaBurgica1 Machinery Factory

Shanghai, People's Republic of China

Curvilinear Cylindrical Gears

8 GearTecnno'iogy



(Photo on lem Wooclen model of 'South Pointing Chariot" ..Although
the curvilinear gear is not visible an this mod ], such gears were
used! in the manufacture of these devices, which. may have served
as compasses in ancient times.

The curved tooth ,cylindrical gear is one of ancient design.
Samples which date &om the period of the Waning Sta.te
(475-221 BC) have been excavated from archeological sites
in. China. One such sample is now on display in the Xi'an
Cia,y Figures of Warriors and Horses Exhjbition Hall. This
example is about 314'" in diameter and made ,of bronze. It
was used in, 'the famous model, "Ancient Chinese Vehicle With
a. Wooden Figure Always P,ointing to the South." Al.though
this early gear is handmade and somewhat crude, it is a viable
model.

Chinese ,technologists have been interested in thisancient
design, and, after overcoming some technical difficulties, we
have suooessfully designed the special machine tools and
manufacturing processes necessary to bring the curvilinear
cylindral gear into pradicali production, The first marketable
applications appeared in 1980. Photographs of some of these
gears are shown in fig. 1.

Basic: Curvilinear Cylindrical Gear Manufacture
Gear manufacturers and consumers are always searching

for more compact or higher capacity gear sets. This design
of gearing offers a. w.ay to achievethese characteristics ..The
basic manufacturing process is described below.

First imagine a tooth generating rack made of hard metal.
The rack is kept stationery, and the form of its longitudinal.
tooth line iscircular rather than the usual straight line. A
plastically compliant gear blank i.s used .and is run along the
rack witha. pure roning motien, that is.. with no slippage;
thus. the blank is squeezed and extended to produce a cir-
cular toothed. gear conjugal.e to the rack. (See Fig. 2.) [f the
tooth line of the rack were not circular, but of another form,
the teeth produced on the blank would be of another curved
fonn.conjugate to that rack. All such eusved tooth forms are
called "curvilinear toothcylindr:ical gears."

To, produce such gears, the combined motion of the gear
blank and rack must obey the following rule:

(1)

Va - linear translational velocity of Ithe gear blank axis in
meters per minute (m/min).

Vp - Circular velocity of the blank on time pitch diameter
in m/min.

D'p - Pitch diameter in mete:rs.
... - Pi
n Rotational speed of the gear blank. in rpms.

In practice we use a. rotating face mill cutter to produce
the gear teeth. The cutter spindle rotates on a .fixed or sta-
tionary axis while the gear blank is rotated and translated
across the turning cutler teeth according to Equation 1. By
thls rolling gen.erating. process the cutter produces one space
on the gear. The blank is then indexed one tooth and the

Fig. 1- Some samples of curvilinear tooth gears.

Ag. 2- The generatil1lg principle of ,a curvilinear tooth cylindriG31 gear.

AUTHOR:

UU SHlJL.l'Sl'l"JGgmduated {rom the Hong Chaw University with
Bacheror of Science ,ill Mechanical engineerillg. After his, university
work. he received additl'onal trailling with! National Agriculwml
Engineering Corporation. For the last 38 years he has beetl· employed
by the Shanghai; Metallurgical Machinery Flretory. working in foun'-
dry technology, IZS chief of the maintenance md design deptfrtment
and, since .1980, as senior chief engineer in dUrrge of f1Uichine ,design
Q1u1 reseaTch work. Mr. l.iu has beell working 011 t.11ecuroilinem tooth
cylind'rical gear project since 1978. -
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Fig..3 - Cutting a circular tooth gear with a disc tool.

t - TIn

Fig. 4 - The supplementary contact ratio, ofa circular tooth gear.

generating cycle repeated. This sequence is continued until
all the spaces and teeth are formed. (See Fig. 3.)

Since the generating motions are relative,an alternate
machine construction would have the gear axis fixed and the
cutter translated past the gear blank. The results win be 'the
same.

for ease in manufacturing, we made the profile on the
'cutter blades in the form of an isoceles trapezoid similar to
the tool used in Acme thread turning. The generating action
ofthis tool configuration develops a gear with an. involute
profile of pressure angle a in the central section and a hyper-
bolic evoluted profile in. theoff-center sections .. But at any
section across the gear face,. its concave and convex flanks
are conjugate. so any pair of gears can be properly meshed
together.

Obviously, the radius of curvature on both flanks of the
gear must be alike to achieve proper engagement. The radius
of curvature on the outer form of the cutter teeth is larger
than that on the inner form. So after the gear is formed by
the first cutter, a second cutter is utilized to form the convex
faces to the same radius as the concave flank. (See Fig. 3.)

We have now developed a continuous cutting process
which provides greater ~anufacturing efficiency.

Strength Analysis of a Curvilinear '[:ooth
The Contact Ratio. According to the theory of mechanism,

we know that the contact ratio of a spur gear is

Eo ... El + E2 - EA

Eo = 4(Z1 + 2)2 - (Zl C050:)2 +
2 1I:C050:

(2)

",(Z2 + 2)2 - {Z2 .cosa)2

2'/1'cosa

(2a)

where

ZI = number of teeth on the pinion
Z2 = number of teeth on the gear.
O! = the pressur'e angle ..

A curvilinear gear tooth possesses the same contact ratio
as a spur gear, plus a supplementary contact ratio dueto face
overlap, (See Fig. 4.)

The - supplementary contact ratio of a curvilinear tooth
gear is

h hEg='-=-
- t IDW

VVhere

"'" Tooth pitch distance

m= Module of the gear

h = R, - JR! - (~)2

R, = Radius of tooth curvature

B = Gear face width

the total contact ratio of a curvilinear tooth gear

is

(3)

Evidently, EE is greater than Eo. That means that a pair
of curvilinear tooth gears has a greater number of gear teeth
simultaneously in mesh; thus the force exerted on every in-
dividnal tooth may be reduced materially.

For instance, if Eo ofa spur gear equals 1.7. that means
at a certain instant, only one tooth pair is meshing. But for
a pair of curvilinear toothed gears, I:E increased to 2 ...2, at
least two tooth pairs are in mesh at all times.

The Moment of Inertia a'nd Section Modulus of the Tooth
Root of.a Curvilinear Gear. First, we observe the cross sec-
tion of the tooth root of a spur gear. (See Fig .. S.)

The moment of inertia is

(4)



The section modulus is

1W - - BSl
Ip1I' 6-0 (5)

Then let us observe the cross section of 'the tooth J100t of
a circul!ar tooth gear. (F~g..6.)

By computation. we found l!:hat its modulus We is bigger
'than Wspw.We tabulate the numerical value of a real exam-
ple iin Table 1.

For instance, if we design a pair of curvilinear gears whose
B/2Ro· 0.6, from the table we find Wc/WIfN.J -, 1.20 and
I:E --' 2.76 (tE of the spur gear is o~y i.7). Then the
strength of such gear is 1.20 X 2.76 = 1.95 times stronger
than the spur gear. 1.7

Tab~e 1. Moment ,of Iner:lia. and '5ecti.on
Modulus of Circ:u1a:r Gear Tooth

B/lRo VI.- Wc/WipIII EE

O.SO 2.52 1.059 2.55

0.52 2.64 1.076 2.60

0.54 2.79 1.105 2.64

I

0.56 2.96 1.139 2.67

0.58 3.14 1.173 2.72

0.60 3.31 1.20 2.76

0.62 3.53 1.236 2.81
I

0.64 3.74 1.275 2.85

0.66 3.93 1.304 2.90

0.68 4.18 1.344 2.95

0.70 4.48 1.395 3.0

Ie - Moment of inertia of a circular gear tooth

~ - Moment of inertia of a spur gear tooth
We - Section modulus of a circular gear tooth
W IpW' - Section modulus of a spur gear tooth

EE is calculated corresponding to a special case if
Zl - 1.9. and Zl '""'60; whereas Eo of spur gear is
only 1.7.

Table 2, The Comparison of T,ooth Length
Between Spur Gear and CiI'cuIar Tooth Gear

B/lRo LIB B/lRo LIB B
0.50 1.047 0.60 1.072

~

0.52 1.052 0.62 1.079

0.54 1.056 0.64 1.085

0.56 1.060 0.66 1.092

0.58 1.066 0.68 1.10 I

looth foot thickness

I -.. J
Fig. 5-Cross section of the tooth root of iii 5Pw-geu.

B

.c

R1-R1-R"
R"...nom:iN1 rdius

of ItoOth line
on pitch.cIlA.

Fig. 6-Cross section of the tooth root of a. circular t.oot" ear.

The Length of Tooth Contact Line. The length of the tooth
coneact lin· of a spur gear equals its width, but the Iength
of tooth contact line of a circular 'tooth gear is somewhat
longer; We may compare the two .in Table 2.

The Stress Induced On! a Curvilinear Gear Tooth. From
Uris discussion, we can conclude the foUowing:

• The bending stress of circular gear teeth is reduced by Ithe
higher contact ratio and the greater section modulus.

• The contacting stress of 'the circular gear tooth is also
redueed by its higher contact ratioand longer ~ength of
tooth contact

" If an alternate tooth curve is used and is .appmximateIy
an ar,e,then it has features similar to a circular gear.

The Characteristics of Curvilinear Toala. Gears
1. Curvilinear ItOOth gears possess a higher bending and ,con-

tacting stnmgth; Ithus, Ithe center distance of gear boxes
may be reduced, while maintaining power transmissions.

2. Since there are more '~eeth simultaneously engaged, these'
gears run smoothly with low noise.

3. Oil is retained within the ccncave tooth surfaoe, so' there'
is always an oil film between the two, engaging surf.ace5,.
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resulting in good lubrication qualities.
4. No axial foree is produced during operation, so axial bear-

ing load is negligible.
5.. Gears with similar, but not identical modules can be cut

with a single tool set, saving tooling costs.
6. Because of the simplicity of the cutting tool, it is easy to

implement carbide cutting, resulting not only in an in-
crease inrnanufacturingeffidency, butalso in the ability
to cut gears w:ith much higher hardnesses, producing im-
proved quali.ty.

At present, these gears are in use in. steel plants, aluminum
rolling mills, 'cement equipment plants and other places. Their
superiority has been proven in practice. The service life of
machinery has been improved by anywhere from two to forty
times or more.

Editors' Note:
Gearing of this type was avaiIabie in the U.S. some years

ago under .the name "Spuricals": The herringbone .type gear,
in use worldwide, also has the same attributes and would
be the first choice by a gear applications engineer today. Some
reasons are currently .available machine and cutting tools and
the availabliIity of some competitive gear vendors. Some of
the variations in the longitudinal form of gear teeth that have
been used are shown in Fig 7.

']:0. produce these get:lrs with proper contact, some form
of profile and longitudinal adjustments may be necessary. The
profile of the blades can. be modified to produce t.ip relief or
root relief on the gear tooth, and the radius of curvatur:e of

EQU~L TO THE' TASK

12 Gear lechnol'ogy CIRCLE A-4 ONI READER REPLYCARD

FE

Fig. 7 - Diagrammatical views of diffe.rent types of herringbone gears,

the cutters can be ,altered to provide a central bearing CO/'l-

tact, avo;iding tooth edg;e contact.

Acknowledgement; The edi.torswish to thank Mr. Willi4rn L /wminck for
his help with the technical editing.of this article.
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GEAR 5PEORCATION5

Nomenclature Pinion Gear
number of teeth 11 36

normal pressure angle 20°

normal module in
midface width Imm I 12

outer transverse module Imml 17.50

outer pitch diameter Imm I 192.50 630.00

mean spiral angle 34.597°

face width Imm I 110.00

cutter radius Imml 210.00

total contact ratio (theoretical) 2.8
addendum modification 0.34 -0.34

thickness modification 0.025 -0.025

material 17CrNiMo6
(through-hardened)

Variation of lengthwise crowning:

Cutter Eccentricity Imml
Pinion GearGear Set

A
Contact Pattern

Introduction
Service performance and load carry-

ing capacity of bevel gears stron-81y
depend on the size and position of the
contact pattern. To provide an optimal
contact pattern even under load, the gear
design has to consider the relative dis-
placements caused by deflections or ther-
ma1 expansions expected under service
conditions, That means that more or less
lengthwise and heightwise crowning has
to be applied on the bevel gear teeth.

In order to gain reliable information
on the interrelationship between stresses,
tooth crowning and relative displace-
ments between pinion and mating gear,
extension investigations were carried out
by the authors. The aim of these in-
vestigations was to determine the quan-
titative influences of different displace-
ments on the tooth root stresses and, by
evaluating the results, to give recommen-
dations for choosing the optimal. amount
of crowning.

±7 0 "small"

Test Gears and Investigation Method
To measure the tooth root stresses,

strain gauges were applied on the test
gears. They determined the stress
distribution over the root filletand over
the Face width ..A detailed description of
the strain gauge application and measur-
ing method is given in Reference 1. To,
provide enough space for the strain
gauges, test gear sets having a large
module had to be chosen. (Main Data.
See Fig. 1.) Three sets of test gears were
available, differing only inthe amount
of lengthwise crowning. (See Fig. 2,) The
tooth profiles were kept exactly thesame
for an pinions and gears.

First we shall discuss the case of op-
timal mounting positions for the pinion
and gear. By use of special features on
the test rig, these positions could be
maintained, even under heavy loads.
Then the additional effects caused by
displacements shall be described. Note
that throughout the discussions, "crown-
ing" shan always be understood as
lengthwise crowning.

Influence 'of Lengthwise Crowning
on Tooth Root 'Str,esses

Fig. 3 shows the maximum tooth root
stresses during one load cyde in the case
of multiple and single tooth contact. The

Mcry/June 1988 13
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~ig. I-Main data.of test gear sets.
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Fig. 2 - Lengthwise crowning of the test gears.

stresses measured with single tooth contact (no load distribu-
tion between pairs of teeth meshing simultaneously) slightly
increase with targer crowning" This obviously is an effect of
the more and more concentrated load application when the
size of the contact pattern is reduced bya higher amount of
crowning. This can be described as a problem of load dis-
trlbutlonover the lines of contact.

When looking at the curves for multiple tooth contact in
Fig. 3, one can see that the stresses now are considerably
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1'4 Gear feohnology
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Fig. 3 -lnfIuence of lengthwise crowning on maximum tooth root stresses
with single and multiple tooth contact (optimal mounting condition).

lower than in the case of single tooth contact, especially for
gear set B with smaUcrowning and when high loads are ap-
plied. For gear set A with large crowning, there is almost no
difference in stresses between multiple and single tooth con-
tact even with high loads. Gear set C also gives a dear resulti
There is quite a strong influence of crowning on load distribu-
tion between neighboring pairs of teeth. In gear set A one
pair of teeth has to carry almost the total load; on the con-
trary, in. gear set B there is a considerable sharing of load
between two or three pairs of teeth,

Therefore, two different problems relating to theeHects

Nomenclature

b - face width, mm
ba tooth length, mm
b-rB width of contact pattern, mm
Cc lengthwise crowning, mm
dm mean pitch diameter, mm
f displacement (in general), mm
fa offset displacement, mm
fv axial displacement, mm
fr; shaft angle deviation, degrees
g". length of path of contact, mm
h tooth height
hw active tooth height
IB length of line of contact, mm
IS' projected length of line of contact, mm
w influence coefficient for load distribution



gear set
0--.0(] A
0----0 B
b--t!J. C

Fig. 4 -lnflumoe of lengthwise ao1.'lI1IDgon the load distribution over the lines of contact (single tooth conract).

ofcrowrUng have to' be discussed: Load distribution over lines
of contact and load distribution between gear pairs meshing
simultaneously. We Can Solve Your

I Distortion
and Wear
Problems ..

Load O.istributi.on 'OY,er Lines ,of Contact.
By using the superposition principle the load distribution

over the lines of contact could be determined from root stress
measurements with pointwise load .application on the teeth.
lFig.4 shows the results for the test gears valid for the desired

• State-of-the-art gear
harde, nlngequipment
including 4 NATCO
submerged process
machines and 3 AJAX
gear scanningl
machines.

• Specialists in hard-
ening helical and
bevel gears and
contour hardening: of
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• We can toot to meet
any production needs.

• Write for free capa-
bilities brochure.
American Metal T~eatlng'
ComJ:!any
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland. Ohio 44103
(216) 431-4492

mesh position
force, N
tangential force in mean face width, N

- optimization factor for lengthwise crowning
- lengthwise crowning factor
- displacement factor
- measure point
- position of point load

outer cone distance, mm
inner cone distance, mm
torque (on pinion) carried by one pair of teeth,
Nm
total pinion torque, Nm

- load sharing factor
- base spiral angle, degrees
- inclination angle of line of contact, degree
- stress in depthwise direction, N/mm2

E
F
IFml

K.:
KF/3-c
KF/3-f
M
P
~
Ri
TE

Specialists In Mining and Off- The-Road Squlpmem
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gear set A

gear set C

pitch
cone

pitch
cone

FIg. S-Zones of action wifh paths of contact and load maximum on lines
of contact.

position of contact pattern. In this case, with equal surface
integrals for each position, the load distribution is very un-
symmetrical in the beginning (E2, E3) and the end (E7) of
the contact. Only on the particular line of contact running
approximately through the center of the tooth (E5) is there
an almost symmetrical distribution. The gradient of this
distribution depends on the amount .of crowning.

This ,effect can be explained when looking at the corre-
sponding zones of action shown in Fig. S. The positions of
maximum loads on the lines of contact obtained by
measurements are compared with the theoretical paths of con-
tact. There is a quite dose agreement that corresponds with
the theoretical idea of the Hertzian contact, This figure also
explains why unbalanced load distributions must appear in
the beginning and t:he end of the contact, while symmetrical
distributions can be expected on the center erossinglines,
Since bevel. gears normally are designed so that the paths of
contacts run through thecenter of the zone of ad ion, this
result may be generalized.

It has to be pointed out that the results of Figs. 4 and 5
are valid in the case of single tooth contact. In Reference 1
it was mown tha.t the maximum stresses appear in mean mesh
positions; for example, E5 in .Fig..4. So in order to find the
influence of crowning on the root stresses caused by different
loaddistnbutions over t.ne lines of contact, only those mean
mesh positions are of practical interest; therefore, a sym-

16 Gear Technolog,y

metrical load can be assumed over the corresponding lines
of contact.

Based on the measurements, the influence of more or less
steep load gradients was further investigated by theoretical
means ..Calculations using the plate theory(2.3J and the finite
element method were performed with a three dimensional.
tooth model. In Fig. 6a the fa.d.QI KHtI = wmD/wm describes
the nonun:ifonnity of the load application. Factor ~6-c
describes the increase of tooth root stresses due to d_ilff,erent
load distribution~.

KFt/-c "'" Up .rrw:(KHtI>l)/up tl'lOIXI(KHg = 1)

The results of Fig ..6b, which in some points are confirmed
by experiment, give an overview of the influence of the
maximum line load (KH,/l) on the maximum root stresses
(Kp~-c). It can be seen that this influence strongly depends
on the portion lB' of tooth length ba that is covered by the
line of contact. For a low ratio of IB'/ba there is already a

Fig. 6a - Definitions on the tooth model for theoretical calculations.

I

0 plate Ih<!Of)'.1\0fl-
zonlol lone 01 con -

~ 1.0 loci
I, /b

-I---t---t---:;;""""-+----j B • plolelhl'Ol)'. in «

bzw. cLm-ed line 0' con-
's/ba loci

I 0,8 ,BYba .0,52+---~~~--~~~--~
C FE"', Incl,ned

lone 01 contact

lB'/bo .0,/,6

;0 pinion
A gear

!:..-O_-j--+--+--jO.2 lalba .0.52

Fig. 6b -Int'enelationship between KIiI' and KF/I-c· depending on the ratio
Is-lb.; ,comparison between calculation and measurement results.



strong stress c-oncentration below the short lin.e of contact
'even with a unifonn load distribution. In this casea more
or less steep load gradient has only a minor effect.. On the
other hand, a large ratio 10'/b, is quite sensitive to load
distribution.

In the case of spiTaJ bevel gears, usually one will have a ratio
,of lo/ha "'" 10.5 under design load. Assuming approx-
imatelythis value, the factors (KH,8) and (KF~-c)can be plot-
ted versus the amount of lengthwise crowning. (See fig. 7.)
This figureal[ows a general estimation of this ·effect for prac-
tical applications.

lnflluence of Crowning on. Load Sharing
With MUltiple 'Iooth Contact

Fig. 3 already showed that the crowningeffeds con-
siderably the maximum portion of load carried by one pair
of teeth during one load cycle. Fig. 8 shows this effect
measured with the test gear sets under two different loads.
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o 227 454 680 907 1131.
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Fls. 7 - Influence of lengthwise crownlng 01'1 Ktip and
KF~' (KHP. see fig. 4; KKP-c' see Fig. 6b.)
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Fis. 9 - Influence of load on the effective total contact ratio measured £'01
the test gear sets,

looking at the low load (TG = 4: kNm), one cansee that
for gear sets A and C (large and mean crowning) there is an
area of eHective single tooth contact, (One pair of teeth car-
ries 100% load, T E/TG = 1.) for gear set B (small crown-
ing) the maximum portion of load is about 95%.

\l\lhen higher torque ITG =8 kNm) is .applied only in gear
set A,. one pair of teeth still has to carry the 'to'taJ load for
a short time: i.e., with this torque on gear set. A just the
significant value of E')'W = 2 for the effective total contact
ratio is reached. So from these results, the in't,errelationship
between load, crowning and effective contact ratio 'can be
derived. (See Fig .. 9.)

It is of interest to compare the effective (,ontact ratio deter-
mined by measurement with calculated contact ratios aecerd-
ing to AGMA(4) or DIN(S) standards ..Fig. lOa. compares the

values for the example of
gear set A. The results
show that the con tad
ratios aceording to DIN
3991 are too high over the
whole torque range; and
that the AGMA values fit
quite well at low torques ..
Until higher torques are
reached, the measured
contact ratio. increases
more rapidly than the
calculated contact ratio ..

The differences can be
explained by ,considering
the zones of action as-
sumed by the calculation
methods. (See Fig. lOb.)
The real. zone of action (1)
determined by experiment
is smaller than the rec-

mesh positioll --

Fig. 8 - InfIutcnc:eof crowning onportion of load carried. by one pair of teeth during one lead cyd .

o
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fig. lOa - Comparison between calculated and measured total
contact ratios. Example: Cearset A.

tangular zone of actionaccording to DIN (2) and larger than
the elliptical zone of action asumed by AGMA (3). Cor-
respondingly, the actual effective total contact ratio lies
between the values of AGMAand DIN. Nevertheless, the
shape of the real zone ofaction seems to be nearer to the
AGMA than to the DIN assumption.
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FIg. lOb-Comparison between the actual effective zone of ac-
tion and the zones, ·01action assumed by the calculation methods.
Example: Gear set A. 1 - actual zone of acl:ion;2 - zone 'of ac-
tion for virtual cylindrical gears per DIN 3991(4) ; 3,- elliptical
zone of action per AGMA 2003(51;4- theoretical zone of actlon
~o.rteeth without crowning.

The greater increase of the measured total contact ratio
in comparison with the calculated ratios .results from the fact
that both the DIN and A:GMA calculations only consider the
influence of load on the face contact ratio, but not on the
profile contact ratio', Nevertheless, due to tooth. deflections
and the heightwise crowning, the profile contact ratioalso
increases with higher loads. So with regard to this effect, the
curves of Fig, lOa seem plausible. A rough estimation of the
influences of load and crowning on the effective total con-
tad ratio of spiral bevel gears can betaken from Fig. 1l.

With regard to the tooth root stresses, the interrelation-
ship between contact ratio and maximum amount of load car-
ried by one pair of teeth is of interest. Fig ..12 shows the max-
imum values of T EfT G, called load sharing factor Y'I'"ver-
sus the effediv·e total contact ratio .. One can see that the
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Fig..ll-lnflu neeof load and crowning on the effective total contact ratio,
l" - ../Eal + EI. Efj calculated with the lotal face width.
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Fig. 12 - Load sharing factor Y~. Comparative values accord-
ing 1.0 Coleman. (6)

measuring results conespondquite well 'to an earlier formula-
tion of Coieman(6) if the effective values of contact ratio are
used here as well. From this investigation, we may ,conclude
that the influenci! ,of lengthwise crowning on the tooth root
stresses resulting froma differing load distribution over the
lines of contact (factor KF,B-c), and from a differing load
sharing (factor Y'I') can be estimated quantitatively.

Influence of Relative Displacements
The results discussed before were valid for optimal posi-

tions of the contact patterns even under heavy loads; i.e.,
an ideal stiff ,configw..a.tion was simulated on the test rig.
Nevertheless, under practical conditions some displacement
of pinion and gear cannot be avoided. Therefore, this in-
vestigation also covers the influence 'of those relative
displacements on the root stresses. By performing similar
measurements on the threet:est gearsets, 'the ,effect of crown-
ing could be considered too .. F~g..13 gives a definition of all
relative displacements that can. occur between pinion and
gear,

To describe the difJierence in maximum root stresses when

Fig. lJ- Definition of
relative displacements be-
tween pinion and gear. (71
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certain ,displaoements are adjusted (f ~ 0), the factor KF~
was introduced .. It is defined as

.Kr:,B-f - O'rmax (f ~O)/aTmax (f -0).

Fig. 14 shows this factor (Kp,9-fvl) in case of axial
displacements of the pinion (fvl).' The corresponding shapes
and positions of the contact patterns on the gear teeth are
given in Fig. 15, As expected, the shift of the contact pattern
is stronger with a smaUamount of crowning (gear set B) and
less with the high erownedgear set A. Of course, the variation
of the root stresses is graded correspondingly.

In all gear sets for a certain value of displacement, there
is a counteracting influence on the pinion and gear stresses.
This is caused mainly by the opposite shift of 'the contact pat~
tern in the heightwise direction on the flanks of pinion and
gear. As a result, the increase of the stresses for contact pat-
terns near the tip of the teeth is stronger than the equivalent
stress decrease when thepattems are positioned bar-ely in the
root.

So far 'the discussion has been theoretical and does not have
direct practical. application. Under service condifionsa single
Itype of displac-ement will not appear alon e, The total relative
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displacement between pinion and gear wiU be a
combination of all the portions showed in Fig. 13.
From the investigation 'of combined displacements
the following conclusions could be derived:

• Axial displacements of the gear (fv2) and
deviations of the shaft angle (fd are of minor
effect on the root stresses. Within the range of
displacements that have to be expected in usual
gear and housing designs this effect may be
neglected!. This statement is valid for gear ratios
larger thanS,

• Deviations in pinion mounfing distance (fvl)

and offset (fa) do have a strong .influenoe. Pig.
16 shows the root stresses measured. on the pi-
nions for different combinations of fvl and fa.

lit becomes very clear how the gradients depend
on the amount of crowning (pinions B -> C
-> A).

1\ gear B gear Cgear A

~~-----~-.-.---~
loll ~ I , S I " it

Ilheel toe heel toe heelloe (mill]

Fig. IS-Influence of axial displacements of the pinion (fvil on the contact pattern,

rvl

-0.B

-3 •.4

a.B

• In general, determination of the factor Kf6-f for a certain
combination of displacements (tv1• fa) and for a certain
amount of crowning (Cc) is allowed by Fig. 17. By using
,this factor the influence of the discussed parameters can
be estimated for a given practi.cal case.

Optimization 0.£ Lengthwise CrOwning
From. the knowledge of the influence ,of crowning and

displacements discussed earlier. a criterion for the ,optimiza-
tion of the crowning can be derived .. For a given design en-
vironment with certain relative displacements (measured or

(continued on page 45)
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Introduction
Although there is plenty of informa-

tion and data on the determination of
geometry factors and bending strength of
external gear teeth, the computation
methods regarding internal gear design
are less accessible. Most of today's
designs adopt the formulas for external
gears and incorporate some kind of cor-
rection factors for internal gears.
However, this design method is only an
approximation because of the differences
between internal gears and external
gears. Indeed, the tooth shape of inter-
nal gears is different from that of exter-
nal gears. One has a concave curve,
while the other has a convex curve.
Usually, internal gear teeth are thick at
their base, and tooth height is short.
These two characteristics make the use
of the Lewis beam model for the calcula-
tion of the stresses improper, because the
beam model assumes the gear tooth is a
long cantilever beam, and the bending
stress at the root is the dominant factor.
However, for internal gears the stress
distribution around the root fillets is very
complex. Factors such as rim thickness,
rim support conditions, root fillet radius
and loading positions, must all be taken
into account when accurate stress estima-

22 Gear Technology

Fig. 1- FEM model of the internal gear.

tion of internal gears is required. There-
fore, in order to meet the demand of to-
day's high performance gear design,
more information on the effects of those
parameters and a more useful designcon-
cept with better numerical results should
be investigated.

The work presented here provides
more information about the behavior of
internal spur gears under specific situa-
tions. Those areas examined were:

a. The effects of rim thickness on the
root fillet stress and the whole stress
distribution,

b, The effects of fmet radius on root
fmet stresses,

c .. The effects of loading position,
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:FIg.2-FEM model of the internal gear.

ment with the uniform thickness of 2.54
em (1"". Basically, the models of various
cases have about 800 nodes and 250
elements. In all, a total of 79 cases were
tested with 162 to 261 nodes and 559 to
869 elements for the different cases.
Additional detail. is given by Hwang.(6J

The finite element analysis was carried
out through the computer facility at the
Advanced Design Method Laboratory
(ADML), in the Department of Mech-
anical Engineering of The Ohio State
University. The establishment of the
FBv1I model and finite elementcalculation
of this research were conducted ,through
the software package, I-OEAS, running
on DEC VAX 111750 computers.

phases of machinery failures. His research and
teachin,g efforts in recent years haoecentered
on system dynamics, design of machine
elements, ,comput,er ,aided design, vehicle
dynamics, and accident reconstruction. His
interest in gear design has grown out of .in-
volvement with teaching machine design and
evaluation of gear failures.
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engineer with S.E.A., inc. in Columbus, Ohio.
He received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in
mechanical ,engineering from Purdue Univer-
sity and a Ph.D., from The Ohio Staw Univer-
sity. Reconstruction' of vehicular and
machinery accidents COl'I5titutes the majority
of his curr:ent work with a' focus on locating,
identifying, and analyzing failed machine com-
ponents and /!Valuation of the potentiJlJ .of the
failure to produce injury.

the PEM mel .....
Aida. (7) Aida', JIBM
1251 nodes and 212Z ... _
upon a thin shell ..., * .
ment. He aJso conducted _ cIo
ty experiments for the verIftcatkm of ida
model. The finite element models of thII
study were then established and baed
upon the same gear dimensions specified
by Aida.

It should be noted that since the load
is applied at the tooth tip and the tip is
far away from the tooth root, the effect
of the point load singularity upon the
root fillets is minimal and can be
neglected. Therefore, in the FEM model,
the mesh surrounding the point load
region was not modified .. At the root
fillet areas, the element density has
significant influenoe on the accuracy of
the results. Type, size and aspect ratio of
the elements in these areas should be
carefully examined. Within this study,
the FEM model. was establi hed to reflect
the general trends of the stress responses
coroesponding to different parameters of
internal spur gears. The mesh and the
elements used are shown in Fig. 2. This
model derived the fillet stress data in the
average sense over the root regions
similar to the data based upon strain gage
measurements. The boundary condition
imposed upon this model is that the sec-
tion is fixed at both ends.

The results of two FEM analyses and
experimental dataare presented in Fig.
3. They indicate that the results of the
tensile root fillet were better than Aida's
model. and the error is about 13%.
However, the compressive root fillet
gave worse results than that of Aida's
model, but the average error was still

(continued on page 26)
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COMPUTER~AIDED DESIGN ...
(continued from page 23)

13% ..Therefore, the overaD performance
of the model can be regarded as satisfac-
tory, and the same mesh design as well
as the element types can be applied to
other cases. This comparison has laid the
foundation of the FE-M model employed
for the parametric study presented here.

Effects of Rim Thickness. Usually in-
ternal gears have their rim thickness
relatively thinner than that of external
gears and, unfortunately, the rim thick-
ness does affect the total stress distribu-
Han. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study
its influences. Fig. 4 presents the FEM
results of the minimum and maximum
principle stresses at root fillets of the in-
ternal spur gear under the influence of
different rim thickness for a pressure
angle of 20° .. As the rim thickness
becomes thinner, the stresses at the ten-
sile root stay nearly the same or go up
a little; however, the compressive root
increases its stress significantly. This ef-
feet is especially apparent when the rim
thickness is less than 4/ P (P=5 in the
current study). If the rim is thick, the
stresses at the root fillet converge to
specific values.

The explanation is that when the rim
is thin, the whole rim is not rigid enough.
Therefore, the rim deforms as shown in
Fig. 5., and this creates high tensile
stresses at the outside fiber of the rim and
high compressive stress at the inner fiber
·of the rim (which is around the root fillet
areas of teeth). At the tensile root, the
tensile stress due to tooth bending is
cancelled by the compressive stress
generated by rim bending. However, if
the tin! is thick, it is very hard to bend
because of its high .rigidity. The whole
model can be described as similar toa
cantilever beam, and the root fillet
stresses approach constant values ..fig. 6
shows the corresponding Von Mises
stresses of the case presented in Fig. 4.
figs. 7 through 9 are the maximum prin-
ciple stresss distribution within gears ..
Figs. 10 through 12 shows the minimum
principle stress distribution. Little dif-
ference was found in stress distributions
for rim thicknesses of SIP and 6/P. The
location of maximum principle stress at
root filletswilJ tend to move to the bot-
tom of the tooth space apart from the
loaded tooth as the rim becomes thinner.
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Fig. 11 (Left) - Minimum
principal stress distribu-
tion of the internal gear (rb
-, 20, rim thickness -
4/P).

Fig.. 12 (Right) - Mini-
mum principal stress dis-
tribution of the internal
gear (4) - 20. rim
thickness ... 2IP).
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As the rim becomes thinner, the neigh~
boring teeth are also subject to higher
stresses, Inother words, due to 'the severe
bending of the rim, high stresses are built
up within the rim near the loaded tooth.
Under such situations, the maximum
stress or the critical area may be located
in. the rim. The defonnation of the
loaded tooth and the whole rim is shown
in Figs. 13 and 14 (rim thickness ., .sIP),
and !Figs. IS and 16 (rim thickness
2/P). The model should contain more
teeth in order to get better results for the
case of a very thin rim.

E.ffects of Root Fillet Radius. Root 61Iet
radius is the major factor that detenn:ines
the extent of local stress concentration
and is the deciding factor for the local
stress magnitude. For external gears, a
la~ger fillet radius has, a. local stress level
smaller than that of a small fillet radius.
The effect is very significant. However,
in this research, the effect of fmet radius
showed the same trend, but was not as
pronounced because of 'the mesh design
at the fillet areas. More accurate and
detailed infonnaUon should be gathelled
based upon comprehensive FEv1I modell-
ing together with experimental verifica-
tion, Aspect ratio and element. density
will be the key factors in this eff.ort

Effects of .Loading Positions. When
two gears mesh, the contact point win
follow the path of the lineeE action and
for each tooth in mesh, the force trans-
mUted win be normalto the t.ooth sur-
fa.ce and subsequently move along the in-
volute profile. A simulation .of the Itooth
stress variation can be made if subse-
quent loads at diffeJle.nt positions on the
tooth prome are applied to the model.
and the fillet stress is calculated by FENll.
This study has selected five positions
.along the profile to carry out this simula-
tion as indicated in Fig. 17. At all posi-
tions,the tangential component of the
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Fig. 13-Defonnation of teeth (4)=2(1, rim thickness = 51?).
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Fig. 14-Deformation of rim (.p ••" 20, rim, thickness - 8/1').

Fig. 15-Defonnalion. of teeth (4)-20, rim thickness ~. 211').

Fig. ]6-Defonnation of rim (1/1 .,.. 20, rim thickness - UP).

P, ' Tooth Tip
P2, O.325/P" Away from the Tooth Tip
P3' O.902/P" Awoy from the,Too1h Tip
P4' 1.384/P" Awoy from the ToolhTip
P5' 1.5931 p" Awoy from the Tooth Tip

Fig. 1.7- Different loading position on. a tooth.



load remains constant. fig. 18 demon-
strates the effect of different loading
positions. As those curves show, the
variation of the stresses at both tensile
and compressive fillets is essentially
linear unless the rim thickness is very
thin. The explanation follows ..

The stress due to tooth bending is
linearly proportional to the bending
moment. In this study, the tangential
force component, which is the main fac-
tor determining the bending moment,
stays the same; therefore, the bending
stress is direcdy proportional to the
moment arm. The moment arm is the
distance between the tooth root and the
location where load is applied. A linear
relationship is thus expected.

Rim bending also makes a contribu-
tion to resultant stresses, but unless the
rim thickness is thin, the ·effect is very
limited. for thin rim cases, the deforma-
tion of rim and the rim bending stresses
are very sensitive to the applied load.
Some nonlinear variation due to the
complicated rim deformation occurs, and
it also nonlinearizes the variation of the
resultant stresses. Figs. 19 and 20 show
the fillet Von M:ises stress for the cases
in Fig. 18. Figs ..21 and 22 show the max-
imum principle stress distribution of the
gear loaded at Qifferent positions. The
stress patterns in the rim and neighbor-
ing teeth are the same except for the dif-
ference in magnitude. However, the
stress distribution within the loaded
tooth changes acording to the loading
positions. The location of the maximum
stress behaves the same way as the rim
thickness effect does; namely ,as the
loading position approaches the root
fmet, the point of maximum stress shifts
its location to the bottom 'of the tooth
space apart from the loaded tooth. The
loading position effect also shows its in-
fluence the same way for those cases with
different support conditions.

Effects of Support Condition. The sup-
port condition for a section of an inter-nal gear will be dependent upon how
many bolts are used in mounting the
gear. The model used within this research
is a section spanning two neighboring
bolts cut out from the whole gear .. At
both ends, the boundary condition is
assumed totally fixed. Four sections
spanned by 60°, 80", 100°, and 120°
were analyzed. The variation of the sup-
port condition showed no. obvious effect

on the fillet stress. However, the varia-
tion of the support condition does have
significant influence on thin rim gears.

If the span is small, the rim is rigid
and, consequently, the fillet stress will be
small. As the span increases, the rim
becomes more flexible and the fillet stress
wiU then increase accordingly. Especially
for the compressive fillet as shown in
Figs. 23 and 24, the stress magnitude may
increase by 30% ..The reason is that if the
rim is thick enough, the whole rim is
very rigid and the loaded tooth is very

similar to a cantilever beam, Even
though the support condition changes,
the stress does not increase appreciably
unless the total span between two, ends
is very large. For thin rim cases, the rim
deformation is important and the change
of the support condition win easily af-
fect the rigidity of the rimas well as the
fillet stresses.

Effects of Pressure Angle. Three dif-
ferent pressure angles were in.vestigated in
this study, specifically 14 ..5°, 20°, and

A aJr'AIBOVE THE IREST
DAVI KEYSEATER

For saYJl!iHi---
till1e
me thtng outperforms
the Davis K yseater:
• Hcuts ke ays and slots

faster thal and broaching.
• Fast set up ti! e to match

today's more requent
changes an mailer
production r

• Economical
operate.

• Ideal for all t.~pes of key-
waying: main enance, job-
bing, produc ion in a cell.

• Versatile enough to ac-
commodate simple fixtures
for external slotting.

IP,ricedfrom $5
no comparison.

,there's

Hansford Manufacturing Corp.
3111 Winton Road South
Rochester, New York 14'623
(716) 427-0660
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Ag. IS-Root fillet principal stresses of ~temal.~ (cP ... 2O)
with different rim thickness and loading POSItiOns.
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fig. 20 - Compressive root fillet Von Mise>stresses of in-
ternal gears (cP = 2O)wilh different rim thickness and
loading positions.
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~
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-- Rim T1w;tu_ 41P with Sharp /bit Fillet
_.- RIm Thick"", 21P with Sharp /bit Fillet
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fig. 19 - Tensile root fillet Von Mi.ses stresses of internal
gears (q, ... 20) with different rim thickness and loading
positions.

Fig. 21- Maximum principal stress distribution of internal gear
(.p ... 20, rim thickness - SIP) loaded at O.325/P from the tip.

25° angles, Usually, the large pressure
angle gear can. sustain a larger load
transmitted because a larger cross sec-
tionalarea exists at the root section.
Therefor-e, for the same loading, smaller
stresses are expected. Figs, 25 and 26
substantiate this phenomenon. When the
rim thi.ckness is larger than 4/P, the
larger the pressure angle, the smaller the
root .fillet stresses. However, if the rim
thickness is less than 4/P, then, as the
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pressure angle increases, the stresses also
increase. Rim bending is the probable
cause of this phenomonen. For a rigid
rim, the loaded tooth is similar to a can-
tilever beam, and the stress is then deter-
mined by the root cross sectional area,

As discussed previously, there are
many parameters that affect the stress
distribution of internal. gears. Although
these ,effects vary, each parameter has the
same influence on internal gears regard-

less of pressure angle.

Conclusions
Other Approaches To Static Stress

Analysis of Gears. Although the finite
element method has frequently beenap-
plied to gear stress analysis, it usually is
expensive in terms of CPU time and
man-hours required to establish or edit
the model, Besides,FEM can only give
approximate results rather than exact



It". 22-Maximum principal stress distribution of internal gear
(41'... 20', rim thickness, .. SIP) loaded at 1.593/P from 'the tip.
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Fig. 2J - Root fillet principal stresses of Internal
gears (41 - 2-0) with different rim thickness under
various supports.

answers. There is a relatively new ap-
proach to this pr-oblem. This approach
is called the Boundary Integral Method,
which is based on two dimensional
theory of elasticity and appropriate
transfonn functions. The solution is ex-
act for the boundary curve chosen and
as dose as possible ,to the given one
which represents the shape of the stressed
piece. Severa] researchers(8,9] have done
investigations on external spur gears, but

1251-
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~-----~ ...-rP---

~, 75 ~---- - ... _

~
~

en
_____ "-1 0 .~

:!:

50-- X: ~
~ • Fillet Under Tensxn .....~ 5 ~
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~ - Rim ThICknessBtP Inches ~
OI---RlmThickness2/PInches 0

30 40 50 60
Support Condilions (9 Degrees)

Fig. 24 - Root fillet Von Misesst:resse5 of intemal
geMs. (1/1 - 20) with dif£erenl rim thickness under
various upports.

Rim Thickness (in)
0_6_09 10 12 14 1615

---------
• Ccrnpressive Root Fillet
• Tensile Root Fillet

- Presslre AnQIe 20 Dec7ees
-- - Presue AnQIe 14.5 Dec7ees
- - Pr8UlSe Angle 25 Degrees-----~ - ._----

Rim Thickness (rnrn)

Fig .. 2S - Root fillet prill.dpa1 stre;ses of internal
~ars with different p!'eSSUfI! angles.

no resear-ch has been done on the inter-
nal spur gears. It is believed that the
application of this method to the inter-
nal gear stress problems can yield
satisfactory results, especially in the in-
vestigation of the stress concentration
around Lite root fillets. This method is
more efficient as far as the CPU time is
concerned, and the stress values have
better ac,curacy ...

OpnmizRtiol'l ,of Intemal Gear Design.

The traditional approach togea:r design
is to utilize design formulasand gear
ratmgs found in standardsand codes in
order to meet the requirements of the ee-
pected operating conditions. This, ap-
proach does give a feasible solution for
a. given des~gn; however, it does not
guarantee this design is the best possible
solution. Nowadays, it is possible to ltake
.advantage of high speed digital com-
puters to determine the optima] solution

IMay/ .kmeli9S9 3:3



hom among many feasible answers.
Optimization of the tooth profile
geometry is an important area within this
field. (10) It is possible to synthesize a
noninvolute spur gear pair with optimal
load carrying ability based on the bend-
ing and contact strength. All these tooth
profiles can be synthesized by usiIlg man-
computer interactive design procedures
on CAD/CA1v1I. systems.

Summarizing the results and discus-

sion presented here, the foUowing con-
clusions have been reached:

1. Rim thickness has a dramatic effect
on the fillet stresses and stress dis-
tribution. VV'hen the thickness is
less than 4/P, the stress at the ten-
sile fillet changes, and the stress at
the compressive tinet increases
sharply,

2. As the rim thickness decreases, the

po, Box 125, Sussex, WI 53089, (414) 246-4994
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position of the maximum stress
wilJ tend to move to the bottom of
the tooth space apart from the
loaded tooth.

3. Rim thickness has a global effect
on the stress distribution of the
whole gear, and it is recommended
that the-thickness should be at least
4/P .. If the rim is too thin, rim
bending may be a severe problem,
and the most critical area may shift
to the rim.

4. Root .fillet radius has a local ,effect
only" and, in order to accur.ately
detennine its influences, different
element types and meshes should
be used. Experimental methods are
also suggested.

5. The root fillet should be careful!ly
modeHed in order to derive accur-
ate results. Element densiltyandthe
aspect ratio of elements should be
chosen based upon comprehensive
study. EXperimental. data must be
used to justify the validity of the
models.

6. The fiUet stresses vary linearly as
the loading position changes, but
for dun rim. cases, nonlinear rela-
tionships are present due to the in-
fluence of the deformation of the
flexible rim ..Usually, if rim thick-
ness is less than 31P', the rim
bending effect will appear.

7. When the loading position ap-
proaches the tooth root,the loca-

(continued 011 page 48)
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Helical Gear Mathematics
Formulas and Examples

Earle Buc:kin,gham
fliot K. Buckingham

Buckingham Associates,. Inc.
S~eld, VT

The foUowing excerpt is from the Revised Manual of Gear
Design, Section 1Il, covering helical and spiral gears. This see-
tion on helical gear mathematics shows the detailed solutions
to many general helical gearing problems. In 'each case, a.
definite example has been worked' out to illustrate the solution.
Al!lequations are arranged in their most effec:ti ve form for use
on a computer or calculating machine.

AUTHOR:

ElIOT K. BUCKINGHAM is presidmJ of Budringhmn' Associales.
Inc .. a consulting finn worbng in the ar"lla5,ofdes(g7I, application and
manufacture of gears for any type of drive. Mr. Buckingham eamed his
B. S. from Massiuhusetts Institute of Technology and his M.S. from the
Univ.ersity of New Mexico. He is the /luthor ofT ables tOT RalessAction
Gears tlnQ t1Umerous technical papers, as well as the revised edition ,of
The Manuall of Gear Design by flute Buckingham. He is " member of
ASME QJ1da Registered Professional.&lgineer in the State of Vemr.ont.

'Given tha pitch radius and lead of a helical gear, to determine the helix al'lgle:

When. R '" Pitch Radius of Gear

!l - !lead ot Tooth

"" == Helix Angle

Then, 2 ... FI
TA_N!It .. -Il-

Exampl'e: PI ",,3.000 l - 2U)OO

2 x 3.1416 X 3.0001
TAN"" "" 21.000 '" .89760

The iinvolute ,of a cir'cle ls the curve that is described by 1he end of a line which is unwound from
the circumference ota circ~'eaS shown in ,Fig'. 1.

When, Fib = Base Radius

I(} '" Vectorial Angle
r = Length of Ra.dius Vector

8 ..



'Given the arc tooth thickness and pressure angle in the plane of rotation of ahslieal gear at a given
radius, 10' determine its tooth thickness at any other radius:

When,

TIlen,

I!xample:

rl - Given Radius

tPt Pressure· Angle at rl

T1, - ARC Tooth Thickness, at rl

r2 - Radius Where Tooth, Tflickness Is To Be Determined:

1/12 "" Pressure Angle' at r2

T2 "" ARC Tooth, Thickness at '2

rl COS !PI
COS tP.2 ..

r2 '" 2.600

!/l1 '" '4.500" Cos 411 '" .9Sa1S ..00554

,2.500' x .96815
C~ 1/12 '" 2.600 :; .9309,11

---f-.- --- . ---

IINV 1/12 '" .01,845

(
.2618 .'. 005"'''' 0,11845') - 2'051T - 2 x. 2.600 I~. +. . ..... - '. ..' -. "

2 .. _. . . 5.000
Fig. 2

When"

Given the herix angle, normal diameUal pitch and numbers of teeth, to determine the center distance:

Then, 1'\11 + N2
C ..

2 Pn COS I/!

I lEx.ample:

I/! = IHelix Angle

Nil = Number of Teeth in Pinion

N2 .. Number of Teeth in Gear

C... Center Distancs'

Pn "" Normal Diametral Pitch

I/! = 30° Nl '" 24 COS I/! ... 86603

24 +48
C '" 2 x 8 x .86603 .. 5.1'9611
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Gl,ven the arc tooth thickness in the plane of rotation at a given radius, to find the n.ormal chordal
thickness and the nonnal chordal addendum:

Given the ,circular pilCh and pressure al1lgle in the pl'ane of rotation and the helix angle of a helicall gear, to,detennine the normal
circular IpilCh and the normal pressure 8n9[9':

When,

Then,

Example:

When.

Then,

Example:

T ,." ARC Tooth Thickness at R in Plane of Rotation

Tn "" Normall Chordal Thickness at IR

a'n '.. Normall Chordal Addendum

IRo roo Outside' Radius

R '''' IP,itch Radius

!/t - !Helix Angle at R

T COS2 'f
ARC B '" 2R

Tn .. 2 R SIN B

COS '"

0'11 "" Ro - COS B

T •. 2267 Ro = 11.8570 R "", 1.7320

!/t- 30" COS '" - .86603 COs2
'" :: .75000

.2267 x .7500
ARC B '" == .'049082.x 1.7320

SIN B ... 04906 COS B = .99880

2' x. 1.7320 )( .04906
Tn - '" .1962.86600

Fig. 3

'Q\, - 1.8570 - (1.732,0)( .99880) .. .1271

!/t ., Helix Angle

.1/> - P,ressure Angle in Pl'ane ,of Rotaliion

IP .. Circular P,itch in Plane of Rotalion

I/ln .. Normal Pressure, Angle

Pn - Normal Circular Pitch

II' .. P COS '" TAN 'I/ln= TAN tP· COS '"

p II! .3927 TAN <p II•• 36397COS", ... 92050'" = 23"

Pn "" .3927 x .92,050 ... 361148 TAN <Pn "" .36397 x .92050 "" .33503

I/>n - 18.522°

May l.k.Lne 19,8837



I Given the arc tooth thickness and pressure angle in the plane of rotation at a given radius, to deter-
mine the radius where the tooth becomes pointed:

Given the normal circular pitch, the normal pressure angle and the helix angle 01a he'licalgear, to determine the circul'ar pitch
and the pressure angle in the plane ot retanen:

Wh.9n,

Then,

Example:

Then,

I Example:

rl: - Given Fladius

r2 - Radius where Tooth iBecomes P,oirlted

Tt "" ARC Tooth Thickness at TIl

!/it "'" Pressure, Angle at Ir1

t:P2 "" Pressure Angle at r2

rl COS 1/11
r-""

2 COS 4>,2

r1 ;2.500 Tt - .2618 411 - 14.500°

INV tPl .. .00554

.2618
INV t:P2 .. 2 x .2.500 + .00554 ... 05790 Radians Fig. 4

IP2 .. 30.6930 COS tP2 <= .85991 COS 411 ... 96815,

2.500 x .968115
"" 2.8147.B5991

1/1 "" Helix Angle

¢n == Normal Pressure Angl'e

PM Normal 'Circular IPHoh

tP, .. Pressure Angle in PI'a_neo~Rotation

P .. Circular Pitch in ,P,lane of BOlation

prJ
p ... cos 1/1

TAN ¢n

TAN I/l' .. COS 1/1

COS ..J.o .. .90631 TAN ¢In .. .36397 Pn ... 5236

.5236
P ,= .90631 ... 57772

.3639'7
TAN I/l ". 90631 ... 40159 t/i .. 21.8800
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Given the tooth proportions, Ilnlhe plane 'of rotaliion of a pair of !helical gears (par.al1el shafts), to deter-
m]ne,lhe, center distance ,aJ whIch Ihey wUl mesh l'i9'htly:

f11 Given Radi'us of 151 'Gear

f2 Given Radius of 2ndl Gear

N1 Number of Teelh In 115tGear

N2: : Number of Teeth lin 2nd Gear

411 .. Pressure Angle at r, and If2

412' - Pressure .Angle aJ Meshing Position

T1 .... ARC TOOlh Thickness al f,

T2 - ARC l'OOIhTihlclmess al ~2

01 .. Center Distance for Pressu~e Angle 4>,
C2 .. 'Center Distance for Pressur,e Angle 412

Then.
Nl (Tl + T 2l -2wrl

IINV 4>2 - + INV 411
2' fl (Nl + N.2l

ell cos 411
C:!... COStb2 Ag.5

EXample: Irl "., :2.500 Tl ~ .2800 Nl ... 3()

r2 '''' 4 ..000. T2 = .2750 C,= 9.500

30 (.2800 + .2750) - 2r x 2~SOO
INV!/>2 - 2 x 2.500 (30 + 48) + ..,00545= ..007955

oos ¢2 ,. .95973

6.500 x .968,15
C2 - .95973 - 6.5570

Given the IPitch, radius and heli.x angle of a helical 'gear, to determine the lead ,o1ttls, tooth.

When, A PHch Radius

L "'~ Lead ,of Tooth

1/1 - llielix Angle

Then, 2T:R
L ,. TAN T

TAN t/I '" .41421'!Example: R - 2.5001

2 )(3.1'416)( 2.500
L - ... 37.9228.41'421
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Gillen the number of teeth, ,helix8ngle and proportions of the normal basic rack of a. helical gear,
, to determine the pitch radius and the !base radius:

When, N = Number of Teeth

t/t = Helix Angle at R

Pn Normal
'

:Dlametral Pitch

R- P,itch Radius

q,r! = Normal Pressure Angle

q,. - Pressure Angle in Plane' of Rotation

Rb ::: Base Radius

Then, N TAN cPr!
TAN cP ""COS t/tR =2 Pn COS '"

N COS cP
Fib = FI COS cP =2 P

n
COS t/t

N = 30 COS y,. '" .90631 TAN cPn '" .25862Example:

30
R == 275842 x 6 x .90631 =_.,' .

.25862
TAN q, '" .90631 = .28535, cos cP '" .96162

30 x .96162
Rb - ... = 2,65256
" - 2 x 6 x .90631

Gillen the normaJ diametraJ pitch, numbers of teeth and center distance, to determine, the, lead and helix angle:

When, Number of Teeth in IPinion

N2 "" Number of Teeth In Gear

Pn Normal :Diamatral Pitch

C = Center :Distance

t/t = Helix Angle

Lli = Lead of P,in,ion

L2 = Lead of Gear

Then, Nl + N2
COS "'= 2Pn C

~ N2
l2 '" Pn SIN I/;

Example: C = 4.,500

18 + 30
COS", = 2 x 6 x 4.500 - .88889 SIN y,. '" .45812

3,1416 x 18
Ll = 6 x ..45812 == 20.5728

3.1416 x 30
L2 "" 6 x .45812 "" 34.2880
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When. "'1" Given He'llx Angle at Rl

'1/12 .. Helix Angle for Mating Rack

l/tr, .. !Base IHelix .Angle

¢nl ., INa mallPressure Angle at R,

¢n2 .. IPressure Angle of Mating Rack

¢, .. Pf\8SSure Angle at lA, in Plane of Flotation

Rb 1- !Base, RadiLls

iii ,. Addendum of IFlack

T, - AAC Too~h TI'llckness at A,

N .. INumber of Teeth

.x .. Distane,e from Center of Gear to Tip of Rack Tooth

Pnl .. Normal Circular Pitch at A,

Given the tooth pro,port.ions in the Iplane of rotation of a hetica:i gear, to determine the' position ofa
mating rack of ,different ,ciroular pitch and pressure angle:

¢2 ., Pressure Angle ot lMaJing Rack in P,lane of Rotation Pn2" Normall Circular Pitch of IFiack
IAl '. Given IPitch Radius Note: (Pnl COS¢nl Must IBe IEqual To (PI12COS ¢1121'
IR2 - IPitch Radius with Mating Rack

TAN ¢n2
TAN ¢2 .. COS ..1.

'1':2.

SIN ifb ., SINII/I, 'COS ¢nl

SINI "'b SIN !It, COS ¢l'I1

SIN, 1/12 .. ' 'COS ¢n2 .. 'COS ¢n2

Fig ..s
Example: "'1 • ,250 ¢, .. 15.926° R, .. 2.7584 A,b .. ,2.65258

¢,n2 ... 20° a - .185 T, -.2888

SIN !ltl oz. .42262 COS "'1 ... .90631 TANtbn1 ... 25862

Po, .., .5236 COS IPnl "" .96815 COSIPn2 .... 93969

IIPn1 'COS IPnl .. .50692] .. [Pn2 COS IPn2 '" .50692:)

..42262 x .96815
SIN Vt.2 ,.., .9,3969 - .43542 !It2 .. 25.812° 00SI/I2 ... 90023

.3639'7
TAN ¢2 ... -.-. --, . - .40431

.90023, IP2 - 22.014° COS tP2, ... 92709'

INiV 4>2 "" .020093 INV tb1 .007387

2.65256,
R2" - --c c '"' 2.86117..92709

,X '" 2.86,117 _ .185 + .. 1 .' [5,.72234( ... 2_888_ + .007387 _ .020093). _ .31416 ~~.86117]1 • 2.5729
,2 )( .404311, . 5.51168 .



Given the center distance, number of teeth, and basic rack proportions (.hob proportions) of a pair
of helicall gears, to determine the hobbing data:

When. <fine ,= Pressur,e Angle of Ho'b

Pnc = Diametral Pitch of Hob

ac = Addendum of Hob

C1 Center DiS1.ancewith Pressure Angle of <fIl

C2 = Given Center Distance of Operat,ion

Nl == Number of Teeth in Pinion

ROl = OIJ~side Radius of Pinion

Rrli Root Radius of Pinion

ILl - Lead of Pinion

Rll == P,itch Radius 'of Pinion

b1 == Oedel'ldl.lm of Pinion

1/11 == J-Ie'lixAngle of Generation

Then, Ma:ke trial calculation for lead as follows:

Nl "'" N2
COS ""1 .. 2 Pnc C2

N.2 Number ·of Teeth in Gear

Ro2 = Outside Radius of Gear

Rr2 - Root Radius of Gear

l2 '" Lead of Gear

R2 - Pitch Radius ,of Gear

Oed'endurn of Gear

Helix Angle' of Operation

Pressure Angl'e of Generation in Plane of Rotation

Pressure Angl'e of Operation in Plane of IRotation

P1 = Diametral IPitch of Generation In ,P,laneof Rotation

hI = Total Tooth Depth of Gears

b2

1/12'

rPl
<fI2 -

Then.
Select values for Ll and: L2 which can be readily obtained on the hobbing machine:

TAN rP1
TAN rPnc

- COS 1/11

:1'1 - Pne COS 'fll
C1 COS <fIl

COS <fI2=

1:11 ..

C2 - (Rr1 "'" Rr21
INote: When smallest N is 30 or more, then, b1 = b2= 2

Nl O2

Nl + N2
N2 'C2

R2= Nt "'" N2

ht ,.'932 102 - (Rn "'" Rr2l I

2 7r R12 11" IR2
TAN 1/12 '" -- = -----

- L1 IL2

42 Gear lechnolog;v
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,25862
TAN 411 - ,88969 = ,29069' COS 411 ... ,96025 IINV 41, .... oonse,

Exam.pfe: Pnc = 5 Ac = .2314

tbnc ... 14.500 TAN tbnc .. .25862

Triall Calculation:

20 + 60
COS "', - 2 x 5 )(9.00 .. .88889 SIN '" - .45812

60r
Illl ... 5, x .45812 ". 2'7.4303 5 _",:0 2-' .. ,82.2909x.. """",,1 .

We, willi select the following values for Il, and L2:

Il, ... 27.500

20.".
SIN", ... 5 x 27.500 :: .45696

p, - 5, x .88949 .. 4.44145
20 + 160

C, "" 2' x 4.44745 - 8.'99392

8,,'9913·92 )( .96025
COS th ..

9
.959601 INV 4>2 - .007994

,8.99392
.(Rft + A,v ::: B.99392 - 2 x .2314 + .29069 f·OO7994 - .0077961 =8.5372

9.00 -8,5372
b, .. 1 ... ~ "" .169GB

9'.00 -8.5372'
b2 "'" 1 + fo6O ...29340

20.x '9,00
R, - -- - - = 2'.250

201"" 60

R,r1 '"' 2.250 - .16938 2,08062' 1=11'2 "" 6.750 - ,.29340 .. 6.45660

hi ., .932 [9.00 - 8.5372] ... .43133

Flo, .. 2'.oaos.2 "" .43133 - 2.51195 Ae:2 ... 6.45660 ... ,.431133 I ' 6.88793

May/June 1988 3

2 r2.25O
TANlif2 ., .... 514019

21.5 "'2 .. 27.207

The specifications for this pair of gears are as ronows:

IN, ,.., 20
Flo, .. 2.51195
A, .. 2.250
Il, ,..,27.500

1=1,1 ... 2.08062
N.2 - 60
Ao2 ... 6.88793
R2 .. '6.750

L2 = 82.500
R'r:2 .. '6.45660
~ .. 9',00

Helix angle for hobbing .. 27.1910



Given the prcperticnaot an internal helical gear drive, to determine the contact ratio:

Pitch Radius oI Henes.1Gear FI.2 - Pitch IRadius of Internal Gear

Ri == Internal Radius of Internal Gea'r

Rb2 Base Fladius of Internal GeeJ

Then, ..JR012 - Ab12 + C SIN.cP - ..JFI? - Flb2

mp :: p COS tP

Glvenlhe preponlens of a. pair of helical gears, (external! or internal). to determine the face contact ratio:

When"

:Example:

I When.

Then,

Exarnp'le:

Rl

R1)1 '" Outside Radius of Helical Gear

RbI :: Base Ra.dius of Helical 'Gear

tP :: Pressure Angle in Pl'ane ,of Rotation

p - Circular Pitch in IP,laneof' Rotation

C -Center IDistanoe

mp ,., Contact Ratio

Rl "'" 1.250

R2",3.500

SIN tP - .34202

,R01 '" 11.4375

IAJ,== 3.4375

p "" .3927Abl '" 1.11746

Rb2 ,= 3.2888

cP'" 200

C = 2.250

COS tP, = .93969'

..j(1.4375)2 - (1.1746)2+ (2.250 x .3420.2) - ..j(3.4375)2 - (3.2888)2
mp"" .3927 X .93.969' = 1.'62

F = Face Width

p .. Circular Pitch In PI!aneof Rotation

y, .. Henx Angle

m, '" Face Contact Ratio

F TAN y,
m,oo

p

F = 1.50.0. p = .3927 y, = .300 TAN y,' == .57735

m, =
l' .500 x .57735

'" 2.20..3927

I Given tile proportions of a pa.irof helical gears (external ,or internal)., to determine tile total contact ratio:

! When.
,

I Then ..

Example:

mp '"" Contact Batlo,

mt = Face Contact Ratio

m, == Total Contact Ratio

mp = 1.59 ml' '" .2.20

ml = 11.59 *' 2.20 ;: 3 ..79'
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TOOTH ROOT 'S~RESSES,..••
(continued !rom page 20)

estimated), the amount of crowning should be chosen in such
a w.ay 'that when applying the service load, the lowest root
stresses will be the result. This criterion is satisfied when the
product

reaches a minimum.
As an example this optimization is performed for the test

gears in Fig. 18. One can see that the curve for ICc has a fIat
minimum in the area of small crowning values (near gear set
B). This result seems to, be plausible because of the very stiff
test rig.

It should be noted that the optimization method introduced
here is only based on the tooth root. stresses and should only
be used if tooth breakage is the c:ritka~ failure criterion. An
optimization for contact stresses may be quite different and
usually provides a guide to higher amounts of crowning.

Summazy
By strain gauge measurements ,of spir.al bevel gears, the

influence of lengthwise crowning and relative displac1!ments
between pinion and gear on tooth root stresses was in-
vestigated. It was found that the crowning effects the load
distribution over the lines of 'contact and the load sharing
between pairs of teeth meshingsimul,t.aneously, For both in-
fluenc:,es.a. quantitative description. could be derived.

(c·ontinued on page 47)
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TOOTH ROOT STRESSES ...
(continued from page 45)
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In the case of relative displacements, deviations in pinion
mounting distance and in offset have the strongest influence
on the root stresses. A method was introduced to determine
the increase or decrease of maximum stresses that have to
be expected tor a combination of certain values of these
parameters ..Further, a optimization criterion was derived that
allows finding the amount of lengthwise crowning produc-
ing the lowest root stresses for a certain service condition.
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COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN ...
(continued from page 34)

tion of the maximum stress will
tend to move to the bottom of the
tooth space apart from the loaded
tooth.

8. Support conditions do not change
the stress distribution or fillet
stresses very much for a rigid rim.
For thin rim gears, support condi-
tions become an important issue.
It may affect the rigidity of the rim
and thus increase the stresses
considerably.

9. For a rigid rim, the larger the
pressure angle, the smaller the root
fillet stress. But for thin rims, the
larger the pressure angle, the larger
the fillet stress.

10.. Internal spur gears with different
pressure angles respond the same
way to the influences of rim
thickness, support conditions,
loading positions, etc.
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bing machines have written a whole
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